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µ>0@DSVLQVSLUHOLWHUDU\FUHDWLRQ¶1 Tom Conley argues, noting the frequent interweaving 
of cartography and fiction in early modern writing: maps were turned into poetic 
metaphors, used as stage props, and discussed in prose; they were held up as the potent 
symbols of a new geographical consciousness in Europe, and their presence on the page 
cannot even be gauged through overt references to cartography alone. Below the visual 
surface of the map lurks the scientific work of observation, measurement, calculation 
and projection, fostering a particular kind of cartographic gaze that shaped the 
perception of space in imaginative writing as well as in many other realms of social and 
aesthetic practice. This gaze turned the tactile, sensory world of experience into 
flattened, two-dimensional scenes of visual contemplation by filtering spatial data 
through mathematically inspired formulae of graphic representation. Maps rely on 
numbers but cannot be reVWULFWHGWRWKHPDWKHPDWLFDOµWKHPHDVXUHRIPDSSLQJ¶'HQLV
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&RVJURYHZULWHVµPD\HTXDOO\EHVSLULWXDOSROLWLFDORUPRUDO¶2 Or, indeed, social: since 
space is no scientific abstraction, maps never encompassed the physical environment 
without reference to the human bodies inhabiting that environment, a connection 
reinforced visually by those Dutch and Flemish cartographers of the seventeenth 
century who included portraits depicting representative local figures dressed in regional 
costume in the margins of their maps.  
6XFKVRFLDOµDFWVRIPDSSLQJ¶3 I suggest in this essay,4 have left their traces in early 
modern fiction, especially in fiction dealing with the non-European world. Using Aphra 
%HKQ¶VOroonoko, or The Royal Slave (1688) as a literary reference point, and 
contemporary European maps of the African continent as a cartographic context, I want 
to argue that the prominent juxtaposition of land and people on seventeenth-century 
maps affected not only the understanding of human diversity around the globe but also 
the creation of a literary character such as Oroonoko, whose fictional identity is 
grounded in patterns of racial and ethnic difference prefigured by the representational 
conventions developed in the mapmaking workshops of early modern Europe. The 
argument presented here will entail, first, a brief comparison between the respective 
geographical frameworks of Oroonoko and his most immediate literary ancestor in 
English literature, Othello, in the context of the sixteenth-century mapping of Africa, 
and second, a discussion of a sequence of continental maps of Africa circulating in 
Europe in the seventeenth century. 
 
Africa in Maps and Texts 
Oroonoko has long been seen as a prime example of the way seventeenth-century 
literature processed changes in European spatial awareness mirrored in the visual 
advances of cartography. Catherine Gallagher has called the book µthe first literary work 
in English to grasp the global interactions of the modern world¶,5 a universal 
connectedness visualized in unprecedented graphic detail over a century earlier on the 
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world maps of geographers such as Abraham Ortelius DQG*HUDUG0HUFDWRU%HKQ¶VWDOH
combines in its setting the three corners of a triangle²Europe, Africa and the New 
World²and stresses throughout the µmutual interpenetration¶6 of all three places: 
Coromantine, the seventeenth-century, English-built slave castle on the Gold Coast 
(modern Ghana) where Oroonoko is captured, supplies slave labour to the plantations in 
Suriname, on the other side of the Atlantic, and to the Caribbean more widely, from 
where raw materials such as tobacco, sugar, cotton, cocoa and coffee are exported to 
Europe, and specifically to England, where the book is written. World maps like 
2UWHOLXV¶VKXJHO\VXFFHVVIXOTypus Orbis Terrarum (first state 1570; in print for over 40 
years), showed all the regions of the earth linked through one vast, navigable body of 
water, enabling the mental appropriation of this interlocking, transcontinental world 
order, and defining it visually as structured around the north Atlantic corridor, the key 
VSDWLDOD[LVKROGLQJWKHSORWRI%HKQ¶VQRYHOWRJHWKHU 
Africa appeared on the modern world map as a self-contained continent, situated as a 
spatially separate entity from other unified land masses. To represent Africa in this 
fashion is already the product of a gaze conditioned by modern cartography. For the 
classical geographers, who invented the division of the world into the three continents 
Asia, Africa, and Europe7²a notion later theologized and largely abstracted from 
empirical reality in the medieval period²$IULFD¶VQRUWKHUQUHJLRQVZHUHcommonly 
connected to a broadly conceived Mediterranean, bordered further south by the torrid or 
uninhabitable zone. The early modern navigators refined this view by following the lead 
of the fifteenth-century Portuguese chronicler Gomes Eanes de Zurara who split Africa 
in his Chronicle of Guinea LQWRWKHµODQGRIWKH0RRUV¶QRUWKHUQ$IULFDDQGWKH
µODQGRIWKH%ODFNV¶*XLQHDDNLQGRILQKDELWHGWRUULG]RQH, with the Senegal River as 
the dividing line.8 This ethnic division held sway until well into a later period. John 
Pory, the English editor of Leo Africanus, for example, confirmed in 1600 that the 
6HQHJDOULYHUµPDNHWKDVHSDUDWLRQEHWZHHQHQDWLRQVRIVXndrie colours: for the people 
on this side are of a dead ash-colour, leane, and of a small stature; but on the farther side 
WKH\DUHH[FHHGLQJEODFNHRIWDOODQGPDQO\VWDWXUHDQGYHU\ZHOOSURSRUWLRQHG¶9 By 




 See Martin W. Lewis and Kären E. Wigen, The Myth of Continents. A Critique of Metageography 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1997), pp. 21-46. 
8
 See Josiah Blackmore, Moorings. Portuguese Expansion and the Writing of Africa (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2009), pp. 15-16. 
9
 John Pory, µA general description of all Africa¶, preface to Leo Africanus, A Geographical Historie of 
Africa, trans. Pory (London: Georg Bishop, 1600), p. 4.  
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1600 kQRZOHGJHRI$IULFD¶VVRXWKHUQFRDVWhad been considerably advanced in the wake 
of the late fifteenth-century circumnavigations of the Cape by Bartolomeu Dias and 
Vasco da Gama, but such endeavours were not immediately paralleled by explorations 
of the African interior.  
Two maps of Africa printed in sixteenth-century Europe helped more than any others 
to give the continent its modern visual and conceptual shape.10 The first of these was a 
PDSE\6HEDVWLDQ0QVWHUµWKHHDUOLHVWUHDGLO\DYDLODEOHSULQWHGPDSWRVKRZWKHHQWLUH
continent of Africa¶11 (fig. 1), first published in DQGLQFOXGHGLQ0QVWHU¶VSRSXODU
Cosmography between 1544 and 1578. The second appeared three decades later as part 
RIDQHQWLUHO\QHZW\SHRIERRNWKHFDUWRJUDSKLFDWODV7KHILUVWHGLWLRQRI2UWHOLXV¶V
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (1570) contained 70 regional, national, and continental maps, 
LQFOXGLQJµRQHRIWKHFRUQHUVWRQHPDSVRI$IULFD¶12 (fig. 2), which quickly supplanted 
0QVWHU¶VROGPDSLQSRSXODUGHPDQG7KHODWWHU¶VIDWHZDVWREHHYHQWXDOO\UHSODFHG
by an Ortelian derivative in editions of the Cosmography from 1588 onwards.) Both 
maps shaped the image of Africa for European viewers throughout the second half of 
WKHVL[WHHQWKFHQWXU\DQGERWKDUHUHSUHVHQWDWLYHH[DPSOHVRIWKHµQHZJHRJUDSK\¶WKDW
had exploded the ancient geographical paradigms associated with the classical and 
medieval works of Herodotus, Pliny and Mandeville.13 Despite their evident novelty, 
KRZHYHUERWKPDSVVWLOOLQYHVWHGLQWKHµROGFRVPRJUDSK\¶DQGPDGHLWDUHVLGXDOSDUW
of the sixteenth-century cartographic discourse about Africa.  
2Q0QVWHU¶VPDSILJWKHVHFRQQHFWLRQVDUHPRVWGLUHFWO\YLVLEOHAfrica is cast 
as an imaginative visual blend of exotic animals, monster-like fish, and mythical rivers. 
Sub-Saharan Africa appears as little more than a shrivelled appendix; the south is 
almost completely filled by a huge elephant. The names of the ancient African 
kingdoms are scattered across the surface of the map but toponyms are relatively scarce, 
and generically exotic creatures²parrots in the Congo region; a one-eyed giant or 
cyclops cowering in the Bight of Biafra²fill the map with content instead. The cyclops 
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 Betz, p. 83. Betz discusses the map in full on pp. 83-94. 
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 Ibid., p. 122. Betz discusses the map in full on pp. 118-25. 
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 See Gillies, pp. 1-39. 
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advertises the affinity between this map and the ancient geographic imaginary through 
his kinship with the league of monstrous creatures that Pliny had described in his 
Natural History: the many-armed, double-faced or long-necked dwellers in the outer 
reaches of the earth, staples of medieval works dealing in geography, cosmography and 
travel. Such figures still populated many print versions of the Ptolemaic world map 
published in the fifteenth century, and their persistence indicates that the moral 
authority vested in the ancient sources was not easily disputed. Instead it remained one 
of the geographer¶s principal duties to supply working definitions of cultural otherness: 
the margins of the world are zones of a diffuse exoticism, beyond the borders of the 
oikumene or ancient µhouse-world¶, where physical difference almost always serves as 
an indicator of moral transgression.  
At fLUVWVLJKW2UWHOLXV¶V$IULFDILJVHYHUVDOOWKHVHDQFLHQWFRQQHFWLRQV7KHPDS
is couched in the modern cartographic idiom of longitude and latitude, secure coastal 
borders and dense toponymic coverage. Its share in the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum 
makes iWSDUWRIRQHRIµWKHQHZJHRJUDSK\¶VPRVWPRQXPHQWDOVWDWHPHQWV¶14 Yet even 
this map still features ancient legends such as the realm of the mighty Christian king, 
µPDJQXVSULQFHSV3UHVELWHU,RQHV¶MXVWQRUWKRIWKHHTXDWRUDQGWKHµ$PD]RQXPUHJLR¶
further south in the African interior. These mythic flashes in the midst of the ostensible 
modernity of this map clearly inspired contemporaries, as the recorded response of one 
SURPLQHQWHDUO\PRGHUQUHDGHUFRQILUPV$FKDUDFWHULQ&KULVWRSKHU0DUORZH¶VVHFRQd 
Tamburlaine play, imagining a triumphant march throughout the whole of Africa, 
delivers a 20-line speech in Act 1 that includes 14 different toponyms and geographical 
references to African locations, including direct mentions of Prester John and the 
kingdom of the Amazons.15 When the critic Ethel Seaton matched this speech to 
2UWHOLXV¶s map in 1924, she could show that the string of placenames Marlowe weaves 
together corresponds one-to-one to his cartographic source.16 The map provides the 
launchpad for the imaginative appropriation of African space, as both the atlas 
2UWHOLXV¶s Theatrum) and the theaWUHVRRQDµJOREH¶LQ6RXWKZDUNJHQHUDWH visions of 
iPSHULDOSRZHUWKDWHQDEOH0DUORZH¶VFKDUDFWHU effortlessly to pass all temporal and 
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 See Christopher Marlowe, Tamburlaine, part 2, in The Complete Plays, ed. J.B. Steane 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969), 1.6.59-78. See also my Maps and the Writing of Space in Early 
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Century Views, ed. Clifford Leech (Eaglewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1964), pp. 36-56. See also John 
*LOOLHV¶s cULWLFLVPRI6HDWRQ¶VDSSURDFK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spatial barriers. The map appears less as a medium of pragmatic orientation in space 
than as a catalyst for the electric experience of intoxicating expansion. 
0DUORZH¶V7DPEXUODLQHLVDQHORTXHQWZLWQHVVWRWKHOLQJHULQJDXWKRULW\RIWKH
ancient geography in other respects as well. He still found it necessary, in 1592, to 
µconfute those blind geographers¶ that divided the world, as Ptolemy and the medieval 
makers of the mappaemundi had done, into µtriple regions¶17 (ie, the three continents, 
Asia, Africa and Europe), arranged around the spiritual centre of Jerusalem. His 
aggressive denunciation of this world view only confirms the pervasive influence of 
such seemingly outdated geographical concepts.18 Other examples of the continuing 
respect for the ancient sources include Sir Walter Ralegh, who reported in 1596 that 
headless men with eyes in their shoulders and mouths in their breasts, such as 
Herodotus and Mandeville had described, were living in Guyana, though he was careful 
to add that he had not seen any of them personally.19 Even 0QVWHU¶VCosmography, 
ZKLFKUHPDLQHGLQSULQWXQWLOORQJHULQIDFWWKDQ2UWHOLXV¶VTheatrum), continued 
to present ancient and modern world maps side by side in its seventeenth-century 
editions, as did many other geographical works.  
Shakespeare is another seventeenth-century witness to the force of the ancient 
geography. In the biographical fragment Othello offers up in front of the Venetian 
senate, when pressed to explain how a noble white lady like Desdemona could have 
possibly been won over by µwhat she feared to look on¶ (1.3.98),20 he explains how his 
travels took him precisely through the marginal wastelands of a Plinian geography²
µantres vast and deserts idle, / Rough quarries, rocks and hills whose heads touch 
KHDYHQ¶-2)²a monstrous periphery beyond the civilized world where he stood 
face to face with µthe cannibals that each other eat, / The Anthropophagi, and men 
whose heads / Do grow beneath their shoulders¶ (1.3.144-6). When Othello later in the 
play declares that µa horned PDQ¶VDPRQVWHUDQGDEHDVW¶ (4.1.62), he is not only 
describing himself as a cuckold and duped lover but also as a wild creature or beast with 
real horns growing on his head, advertising his affiliation with the deformed monsters 
he met in the fabled regions beyond the civilized world.  
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 Marlowe, Tamburlaine, part 1, ed. Steane, 4.4.81-2. 
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 See my µTamburlaine, Sacred Space, and the Heritage of Medieval Cartography¶, Reading the 
Medieval in Early Modern England, ed. David Matthews and Gordon McMullan (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), pp. 143-58. 
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Othello has often been connected to Oroonoko in criticism, and for good reason: the 
two titular heroes are possibly the most famous African characters in seventeenth-
century English literature, and the affinities between them far exceed assonance and 
alliteration. Central to the comparison between the two has been their µrace¶, less often 
their µspace¶.21 The distinction between µrace¶ and µspace¶ is to some extent artificial, 
since neither concept can be entirely separated from the other. Ethnic difference blends 
into the geographic description of foreign or µexotic¶ lands as much as specific spatial 
properties are seen to define human character and temperament. Othello and Oroonoko 
are separated by over eight decades, yet the parallels between them are strikingly 
DSSDUHQWERWK6KDNHVSHDUH¶Vµmoor of Venice¶ DQG%HKQ¶Vµroyal slave¶ share a 
µnatural¶ nobility and dignity, both are military heroes, both tragically fall victim to 
European treachery, both begin as romantic lovers and end up murdering their wives, 
both finally relapse into µwildness¶, and neither survives the tale that encompasses their 
imaginative existence. These similarities should not, however, obscure some important 
discontinuities between both characters: while Othello is filtered through the prism of an 
ancient Mediterranean geography, Oroonoko is conceived within a new Atlantic 
context;22 while Othello starts the play as an African outsider in Europe in the service of 
a Christian ruler, Oroonoko is initially depicted in his own proper environment, heir to 
the throne of an African kingdom; while Othello makes a tragic mistake based on a 
moral misjudgement, Oroonoko remains morally blameless throughout; and while 
Othello is generically a traveller, Oroonoko would have never morphed into one had 
circumstances not conspired against him.23 
Perhaps the principal difference between the two characters, as John Gillies has 
argued, is their choice of sexual partner: while Othello is µtransgressively¶ paired with 
Desdemona, Oroonoko is µdecorously¶24 paired with Imoinda, the µbeautiful black 
Venus¶,25 ZKRVKDUHV2URRQRNR¶VUDFHDQGFODVVFor Gillies, 2WKHOOR¶VFODQGHVWLQH
                                                 
21
 See Margaret Ferguson, µTransmuting Othello: AphUD%HKQ¶VOroonoko¶, in Cross-Cultural 
3HUIRUPDQFHV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University of Illinois Press, 1993), pp. 15-49; and Thomas Cartelli, Repositioning Shakespeare. National 
Formations, Postcolonial Appropriations (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), pp. 123-46. For a 
comparative reading focused on the connections between character and geography, see Gillies, pp. 26-30. 
22
 On Oroonoko in an Atlantic context, see Kate Chedgzoy, :RPHQ¶V:ULWLQJLQWKH%ULWLVK$WODQWLF
World. Memory, Place and History, 1550-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 168-
97. 
23
 See also Gallagher, p. 17. 
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25
 Aphra Behn, Oroonoko and Other Writings, ed. Paul Salzman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1994), p. 12. 
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marriage is more than a breach of social decorum.26 The moral imperative implicit in 
2WKHOOR¶Verrant identity as an µextravagant and wheeling stranger / Of here and 
everywhere¶ (1.1.134-5) equates generic homelessness and promiscuity almost 
inevitably with the violation of moral, sexual and²importantly²geographical limits. 
,QKHUHQWLQ2WKHOOR¶VLPDJLQative being is a tragic contradiction between his inner 
nobility and what Mary Douglas would have called the µpollution danger¶27 he 
represents to VeQHWLDQVRFLHW\2URRQRNR¶VIDWHE\FRQWUDVWLVHQWLUHO\XQQHFHVVDU\DV
he falls victim to the racist system of a slave economy epitomized in WKHFRORQL]HUV¶
failure to honour the dignity and gravitas of a natural born prince. That Oroonoko 
travels QRORQJHUWKURXJKWKHµDQFLHQWSRHWLFJHRJUDSK\¶28 WKDWJRYHUQHG6KDNHVSHDUH¶V
constructions of otherness, but through abstract, quantifiable space measured in 
distance, scale, number and time, is confirmed by his fascination for the µglobes and 
maps and mathematical discourses and instruments¶29 that the English captain produces 
in Coromantine, which lure Oroonoko into thinking of the white man as an honest 
friend and partner in conversation, before he is revealed as a slave trader intent on 
QRWKLQJEXWSURILW+LVPDSVDUHERWKFDXVHDQGFRQGLWLRQRI2URRQRNR¶VGHSRUWDWLRQ
into slavery.30  
Othello, on the other hand, confirms in his wooing of Desdemona that he is entirely 
ignorant of the new geography. His geographic existence is that of an µerring Barbarian¶ 
(1.3.356), as Iago thinks, a wanderer between the worlds without a recognized home, 
destiny, or point of origin. His lack of a definable place in Venetian society²2WKHOOR¶V
generic µplacelessness¶, shifting essence, and transgressive being²is mirrored in his 
undefinable skin colour, which escapes all clarity of description: it is ungraspable, 
µimpure¶, meandering between VKDGHVRIOLJKWEURZQDQGGDUNRUEODFNDV,DJR¶VDQG
5RGHULJR¶VUDFLVWUHIHUHQFHVWRKLPLQWKHRSHQLQJVFHQHRIWKHSOD\LQGLFDWHµthicklips¶ 
(1.1.65), µblack ram¶ (1.1.87), µbarbary horse¶ (1.1.110). This in-betweenness appears 
especially pronounced when compared to the precise definition, cultural fixity and 
appropriate ethnic classification of Oroonoko, reflected in his social class and decorum, 
as well as his extreme blackness of skin, described as exact, precious and pure, µof 
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 See Gillies, pp. 26-7. 
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 See Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger. An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (London: 
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 Behn, ed. Salzman, p. 33. 
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Historicizing the Ocean, ed. Bernhard Klein and Gesa Mackenthun (New York: Routledge, 2004), pp. 91-
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perfect ebony, or polished jet¶.31 This striking shift in ethnic description, as I aim to 
show in what follows, has distinct cartographic resonances. Seventeenth-century maps 
of Africa, following on from Münster and Ortelius, similarly begin to fix people in 
space as well as in ethnicity, custom and skin colour, by turning the FRQWLQHQW¶V spaces 
into compartmentalized zones, pushing into controlled visibility the obscure, wandering 




)RUPRUHWKDQDFHQWXU\DIWHUWKHSXEOLFDWLRQRI2UWHOLXV¶s atlas, the toponymic surface 
of the African continent that Marlowe exploited showed few signs of change on 
European maps (with the exception of the coastal placenames that were crucial to 
European navigation). Much happened, however, to their representational frame. 
Probably the most significant event in the European cartography of Africa in the 
VHYHQWHHQWKFHQWXU\ZDVWKHSXEOLFDWLRQRI:LOOHP-DQV]RRQ%ODHX¶VZDOOPDSRI1608 
(fig. 3), part of a quartet of wall mapVGHSLFWLQJWKHIRXUFRQWLQHQWVDZRUNµRIVXFK
importance that for the next 100 years numerous mapmakers throughout Europe 
GLOLJHQWO\FRSLHGWKLVPDSERWKLQGHVLJQDQGLQFRQWHQW¶32 The purpose of the map is 
reflected in its massive size (c. 1.20m by 1.70m): designed to hang in the houses of 
patricians, wealthy merchants, clergy, etc, the map documents the sum of geographical 
knowledge about Africa circulating in Europe at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century.33  
Compared to Ortelius¶s map, its most obvious innovative feature is the addition of 
decorative and explanatory frames: in a process of multiple encasements Africa is 
surrounded by city views, figurative portraits, and a descriptive geographical text. The 
element that most compels attention in the context of this essay is the addition of sixteen 
mini-galleries depicting the people of Africa on either side of the map image: standing 
under arches in groups of two, three or four, are not monoculi or elephants but the 
inhabitants of the various kingdoms, countries and regions that make up the African 
continent. In the cartographic culture of Europe, such cartes à figures, depicting people 
                                                 
31
 Behn, ed. Salzman, p. 12. 
32
 Betz, p. 217. 
33
 For a full documentation and analysis all four wall maps see Günter Schilder, Monumenta 
Cartographica Neerlandica V: Tien wandkaarten van Blaeu en Visscher / Ten Wall Maps by Blaeu and 
Visscher (Alphen aan den Rijn: Uitgeverij Canaletto, 1996), pp. 75-213. 
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DORQJVLGHµWKHLU¶ODQGare prominent from the end of the sixteenth century onwards. 
Two Dutch cartographers, Jodocus Hondius and Pieter van den Keere, have been 
credited with the first use of this convention in 1595,34 when they placed portraits of 
regional merchants and aristocrats into the margins of their wall map of Europe, thus 
turning it into a social space shared equally by trade and nobility.  
Maps, of course, have never been devoid of decorative additions like arabesques, 
allegorical motifs, ornamental patterns or classical quotations. Oceans on maps 
frequently sport mythical sea creatures or ships. But such features are usually broad 
generalizations; they rarely make specific, targeted comments on the geographical space 
depicted. In cartes à figures, however, the rationale behind the inclusion of portraits is 
precisely to add local knowledge to the abstract contours of the land. When city views 
began to be included, the order of geographical space on such maps was constructed 
through the mental and material interaction between people, cities and nations or 
continents, resulting in a fusion of chorographic and geographical scales that caused 
widely disparate spatial data to coexist within the same frame of representation. Put 
differently, the map is a visual amalgamation of three separate genres: the costume 
manual, the city atlas and the national or continental map. This list could be extended in 
both directions: the earth as a whole is contained in the celestial globe, and even more 
detailed information on people and their bodies is available in the anatomical treatise. In 
his 1611 atlas of Britain, John Speed set the anatomically dissected and fragmented 
body in explicit analogy to the work of the mapmaker: µhere [in this atlas] first wee will 
(by Example of best Anatomists) propose to the view the whole Body, and Monarchie 
intLUH«DQGDIWHUZLOOGLVVHFWDQGOD\RSHQWKHSDUWLFXODU0HPEHUV9HLQHVDQG,RLQWV
(I meane the Shires, Riuers, Cities, and Townes)¶.35  
The best known contemporary city atlas, from which most of the twelve views along 
thHERWWRPRI%ODHX¶VPDSRI$Irica are taken,36 is Georg Braun and Frans 
+RJHQEHUJ¶VCivitates Orbis Terrarum (1572-1617), a six-volume collection of city 
views whose title already anQRXQFHVLWVFRQFHSWXDODIILQLW\WR2UWHOLXV¶s world atlas, the 
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. Indeed, although its frame of reference is clearly 
                                                 
34
 See Günter Schilder, Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica III (Alphen aan den Rijn: Uitgeverij 
Canaletto, 1990), chapter IIIb: µThe Development of Decorative Borders on Dutch Wall Maps Before 
1619¶, pp. 115-46. The 1595 map referred to in the text is a wall map of Europe in 15 sheets. 
35
 John Speed, The Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain (London: Iohn Sudbury & George Humble, 
VLJ(U6SHHG¶VLWDOLFV 
36
 See Schilder, Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica V, p. 150, for a list of known models and sources 
of these 12 city views. 
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chorographic, the project of the Civitates atlas was cosmographic in intent: the overall 
aim of the collection was to show µhow artful master builders have decorated the entire 
earthly sphere with cities and towns.¶37 The purpose of the city atlas in the narrow sense 
was to furnish the visual proof of historical competence in civilization²cities testify to 
huPDQNLQG¶VDELOLW\WRJLYHXQGefined space a recognizable and socially meaningful 
structure. Like world and city atlas, the costume manual was a visual form that enabled 
the comprehension of geographical space through its regional variation. Many of the 
sources for the portraits Blaeu included on this and the other three wall maps in his 1608 
series have been traced to contemporary costume manuals,38 and the engraver Hessel 
*HUULWV]ZKRSURYLGHGWKHHWFKLQJVIRU%ODHX¶VPDSIROORZHGWKHLUSLFWRULDO
conventions very closely. The express purpose of the costume manual, as Caspar Rutz 
explained in the preface to one notable example of the genre, Jean--DFTXHV%RLVVDUG¶V
Habitus Variarum Orbis Gentium (1581), was to annotate and illustrate maps: since the 
µpainted world¶ of modern cartographers displayed many details of landscape, it is only 
appropriate that man himself should be depicted µin his own costume and habit¶VRWKDW
µthe mental dispositions and local customs can be represented and easily recognized.¶39 
The abstract shape of the land should be read against the cultural and moral profile of its 
inhabitants; regional costume²understood as a fixed cultural code, not as a transitory 
fashion statement²offers a visually recognizable structure for this purpose.  
2Q%ODHX¶VPDS the portraits link up with the image of the land in two distinct ways. 
On the one hand, they literally serve to re-inhabit the empty, depopulated space of the 
map, evoke certain regional forms of spatial practice, and gesture at what cannot be 
                                                 
37
 Georg Braun and Frans Hogenberg, Beschreibung und Contrafactur der vornembster Stätt der Welt 
(Cologne: Heinrich von Ach, 1574), preface, n.p. (my translation and emphasis). µ:LH«NXQVWUHLFKH
%DZPHLVWHUGHQJDQW]HQHUGHQNUHL«PLW6WlWHQXQGIOHFNHQYHU]LHUW«¶ 
38
 See Schilder, Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica V, pp. 105-6, pp. 124-8, pp. 147-52, and pp. 160-
68. Since the publication of 6FKLOGHU¶VSLRQHHULQJVWXG\I have been able to identify several further 
sources (see note 52 below). 
39
 Jean-Jacques Boissard, Habitus Variarum Orbis Gentium (Cologne: Caspar Rutz, 1581), preface: 
µ1DFKGHPKH\WLJHUWDJYLOXQGPDQFKHUOH\%FKHUEHVFKULHEHQDXFK]X.XSIIHUJHVWHFKHQZHUGHQ«
welliche auß denn Carttis / oder Mappen / von einer abgemalten Welt sich berichts holen / unnd lernen 
müssen / Gedünckt mich dasselb nit ein gerinJHVRQGHUQRWZHQGLJHQXW]EDUHDUEHLWVHLQ«:DQQGHQQ
Menschen / dem alle ding zu notturft / vnnd lust erschaffen sein / mit seiner selbst Kleidung / vnnd dracht 
IUELOGHQ«YQQGGXUFKGLH.OHLGXQJGLHJHPWWHUYQQGVLWWHQJHPHLQOLFKDEJHQRPPHQZHUGHn / vnnd 
OHLFKWOLFK]XHUNHQQHQLVW¶>µ6LQFHWRGD\PDQ\DQGGLYHUVHERRNVDUHZULWWHQDQGHQJUDYHGLQFRSSHU«
which need to gather information and learn from a painted world in cards and maps, it seems to me not a 
VPDOOEXWDQHFHVVDU\ZRUN«LIPDQKLPVHlf, for whose use and pleasure all things have been created, is 
SLFWXUHGLQKLVRZQFRVWXPHDQGKDELW«VRWKDWWKURXJKFRVWXPHWKHmental dispositions and local 
customs can be represented and easily recognizeG¶ (my translation).]  
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represented in maps: the lived social spaces of local µusers¶.40 For the abstract image of 
the continent is to a large degree the result of geometric calculation, the portraits of the 
people, however, imply an immediate and direct confrontation with the social spaces 
they both live and define. On the other hand, the technology of cartographic 
representation is transferred from the surface of the land to the people themselves: just 
as the entire continent can be pressed into a coherent visual form, people can be 
ordered, classified and exhibited in discrete taxonomies and ornamental galleries. In 
contrast to MünVWHU¶Vcyclops%ODHX¶Vbodies do not form part of the image of the land 
but define their own discursive space in relation to this land. They are no longer 
symbolic projections of a diffuse periphery onto the land but socially and 
geographically clearly defined individuals: the captions describe them, for instance, as 
µwomen from Guinea with servants¶, DµCongolese soldier with wife¶, µinhabitants of the 
Cape of Good Hope¶, µMoroccans¶, or²encoding a classic patriarchal motif found in 
several costume manuals²µvirgin, widow, wife¶ in Ethiopia (with a turbaned male 
figure standing just to the right of the trio).41 The figures are thus defined through their 
gender, their marital status, their regional roots (like Oroonoko; unlike Othello), and 
their social identity and rank: merchants, dukes, pilgrims, soldiers, even a king (of 
Madagascar) are among the social types represented.  
One notable feature is the predominant arrangement of these figures into groups of 
three or four people of varying gender and age (four babies and one child are included 
in total)²out of sixteen images, only five portray couples.42 The significance of this 
arrangement arises from its relative rarity; subsequent maps of this genre depict almost 
exclusively couples (mainly, but not always, male-female pairings). Figure 4 shows 
what was probably the most successful African map of the seventeenth century, also by 
Willem Janszoon Blaeu and clearly based on his earlier wall map.43 Printed in many 
editions and variants from 1617 onwards, its third state is included, for instance, in the 
FHQWXU\¶VPRVWH[SHQVLYHSXEOLFDWLRQSURMHFW, the 12-volume Atlas Maior (Amsterdam 
                                                 
40
 On the concept of social space see Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space [1974], trans. Donald 
Nicolson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991); and Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life [1974], 
trans. Steven Randall (Berkeley et al.: University of California Press, 1988).  
41
 See galleries 3, 6 and 7 in the left margin, and 1 and 4 in the right margin (counting from the top). The 
original captions are: µGuinearum Mvlieres et ancilla¶, µMiles Congonensis cum femina¶, µPromontorii 
bonæ spæi habitatores¶, µMarocchi¶, µVirgo, vidva, mvlier Afra. Æthiops¶. 
42
 The five couples are: µ0LOHV&RQJRQHQVLVFXPIHPLQD¶; µ3URPRQWRULLERQ VS LKDELWDWRUHV¶ (two 
men); µ)H]DQL¶; µ3HUHJULQLHXQWHVDG0HFFDP¶WZRPHQ and µ$ELVVLQL¶. 
43
 For descriptions of this map see Günter Schilder, Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica VII (Alphen 
aan den Rijn: Uitgeverij Canaletto, 2000), pp. 116-9; and Betz, pp. 225-8. 
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1662/1665) by Joan Blaeu, son of Willem. In contrast to the 1608 wall map, all the 
marginal figures on this map appear as couples, leading Valerie Traub to see µD
specifically heterosexual LGLRP¶44 at work in the map and a drive towards marital union 
as the normative visual paradigm for figurative portraits. (The point is astute but not 
quite accurate, since two of the ten couples on the map of Africa are actually male-male 
pairings.45) 
Equally significant is the new logic behind the general arrangement of the figures on 
the map. The 1608 wall map, from which all of these portraits are derived, foregrounds 
the Zuraran discourse of a continent split along ethno-UHOLJLRXVOLQHVLQWRDµODQGRI
0RRUV¶DQGDµODQGRI%ODFNV¶DQGSULRULWL]HVWKLVGLYLVLRQRYHUWKHJHRJUDSKLFDO
connections between people and land: seven out of eight galleries on the right depict 
north and east African Muslim societies, with all figures shown fully dressed wearing 
NDIWDQVUREHVFORDNVRUVKLUWVZKLOHRQO\WKHERWWRPJDOOHU\µ&DIUHVLQ0R]DPELTXH¶
shows four black-skinned Africans (one a baby), of whom two are depicted naked, and 
two wear only a piece of cloth. On the left, all galleries feature sub-Saharan people, and 
all are depicted with large parts of their body exposed. The arrangement makes white 
dominate on the right, and black on the left (in the uncoloured version of the map). 
Within each column, the countries are shown in the geographical sequence suggested by 
the map (the trajectories are northwest to east and south on the right; west to south and 
east on the left), but this arrangement is secondary to the overriding division of Africa 
into two separate spheres, one Moorish, one Black. 
By contrast, the 1617 map operates a model of geographical indexing in which the 
images from top to bottom correspond to the location of cultures and countries along 
$IULFD¶VQRUWK-south axis, resulting in a clear hierarchy of colour and culture: light-
skinned North Africans in exquisite costume are placed at the top (Moroccans on the 
left; Egyptians on the right); down the frame on either side the nakedness, blackness, 
DQGµZLOGQHVV¶RIWKHILJXUHVJUDGXDOO\LQFUHDVHZLWKWKHµORZHVW¶SRLQWUHDFKHGDWWKH
Cape, whose inhabitants (the Khoikhoi) are shown eating the raw entrails of dead 
cattle.46 The example of the 1608 wall map, on which the same image of the Khoikhoi 
                                                 
44
 Valerie Traub, µMapping the Global Body¶, in Early Modern Visual Culture: Representation, Race, 
and Empire in Renaissance England, ed. Peter Erickson and Clark Hulse (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2000), pp. 44-97 (p. 71). 
45
 These two are the portraits depicting merchants in Guinea and inhabitants of the Cape of Good Hope 
µ0HUFDWRUHVLQ*XLQHD¶ µ&DSERQ 6S LKDELWDWRUHV¶). 
46
 Accusations of coprophagy against the Khoikhoi were frequently made by early European 
commentators: µ1XPHURXVZULWHUVFODLPHGWKDWWKH.KRLNKRLFRQVXPHGWKHFDWWOH¶VLQWHVWLQHVUDZRU
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was placed in the left-hand column, one image up from the bottom, demonstrates that 
ZKLOHDVVXPSWLRQVDERXWµVDYDJHU\¶DWWKH&DSHKDGQRWFKDQJHGWKHFDUHIXOO\
choreographed visual descent into darkness, exposed skin and revolting eating habits 
ZDVDGHOLEHUDWHDHVWKHWLFFKRLFHQRWDQHFHVVLW\GLFWDWHGE\WKHµIDFWV¶RIJHRJUDSK\
Rather, the arrangement follows what Ernst van den Boogart has recently called a 
µURXJKDQGUHDG\IRUPXOD¶µ³WKHPRUHGUHVVWKHPRUHFLYLOLW\WKHPRUHQXGLW\WKHPRUH
VDYDJHU\´¶47 7KHPDSDOVRVXJJHVWVWKDWWKHWRSRQ\Pµ$IULFD¶ZDVEHJLQQing to be 
HTXDWHGLQ(XURSHDQPLQGVSUHGRPLQDQWO\ZLWKWKHVLJQLILHUVµEODFN¶DQGµQXGH¶DVWKH
quantitative changes indicate: sixteen galleries have been reduced to ten, with only three 
representing Moorish Africa, and seven depicting black Africa (as opposed to seven and 
QLQHJDOOHULHVUHVSHFWLYHO\RQWKHZDOOPDS7KHSRSXODULW\RI%ODHX¶VPDS
ensured that its colour paradigm dominated the European cartography of Africa 
throughout the seventeenth century, with the portraits allocating people WRWKHLUµSURSHU¶
spaces, and attaching moral value to those spaces.  
A further variant of the African carte à figures makes this point even more directly. 
7KHPDSRI$IULFDE\3LHWHUYDQGHQ.HHUHµWKHHDUOLHVW$IULFDPDSZLWK
decorative borders to EHSXEOLVKHGLQIROLRIRUPDW¶48 and the continental map included 
LQ-RKQ6SHHG¶VProspect of the Most Famous Parts of the World (1626)²an entirely 
derivative, English version of the world atlas (fig. 5)²both include portraits based 
almost exclusively on BlDHX¶VWHPSODWHVLQWKHOHIWDQGULJKWPDUJLQV49 The sequential 
arrangement of images in relation to the land is identical to the 1617 example. But in 
one feature ERWKPDSVGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\IURP%ODHX¶VWKHSLFWRULDOJDOOHULHVare all 
populated by single figures. ,QGLYLGXDOVVWDQGXQGHUWKHDUFKHVWKDWRQ%ODHX¶VPDSV
framed either crowds or couples; social space is not defined in these examples as a 
collective experience. 2Q6SHHG¶VPDSWKHJUDSKLFFKDQJHVIROORZDFOHDUSDWWHUQ: in 
each of the couple-occupied galleries that he found on Blaeu¶VPDShe simply left 
                                                                                                                                               
nearly raw, along with the excrement inside.¶ George Steinmetz, 7KH'HYLO¶V+DQGZULWLQJ
Postcoloniality and the German Colonial State in Qingdao, Samoa, and Southwest Africa  (Chicago: 
Chicago University Press, 2007), S6HHDOVR$QGUHZ%6PLWKµDifferent Facets of the Crystal: Early 
European Images of the Khoikhoi at the Cape, South Africa¶, Goodwin Series, 7 (1993), pp. 8-20 (p. 10).  
47
 Ernst van den Boogart, µ'H%U\¶V$IULFD¶, in Inszenierte Welten / Staging New Worlds, ed. Susanna 
Burghartz (Basle: Schwabe, 2004), pp. 95-155 (p. 97). 
48
 Betz, p. 221. The map is reproduced on p. 220. 
49
 6SHHGXVHVRQO\%ODHX¶VILJXUHSRUWUDLWVYDQGHQ.HHUHXVHV%ODHXIRUILYHRIKLVHLJKWJDOOHULHV
UHO\LQJRQ-RGRFXV+RQGLXV¶s 1598 wall map for the remaining three. On the wall map by Hondius, see 
Günter Schilder, Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica VIII (Alphen aan den Rijn: Uitgeverij 
Canaletto, 2007), pp. 231-5; and Betz, pp. 185-6. 
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out the second (usually the female) figure.50 The remaining individuals are attached to 
regions or countries via their captions, and thus geographically defined but no longer 
given a sociDORUDQ\RWKHULGHQWLW\DSDUWIURPWKHLUJHQHULFµUDFH¶This individualized 
version of the African carte à figure was popular in Britain; the van den Keere map 
served as the model for two continental maps printed in 1658 and 1668;51 further 
derivates were published in several eighteenth-century atlases. 
 
Mapping Blackness 
The variations between the different versions and derivatives of the 1608 wall map 
printed throughout the seventeenth century are prefigured by the changes made to the 
visual sources in BODHX¶V$PVWHUGDPZRUNVKRSGXULQJWKHRULJLQDOSURGXFWLRQRIWKLV
map. The graphic differences between these sources and the nine images of sub-Saharan 
Africans that appeared first on the wall map, and then with slight alterations on 
practically all continental maps of Africa over the next century, reveal in detail how 
these maps performed their cultural work. Eight of these nine images probably came to 
%ODHX¶VHQJUDYHU+HVVHO*HUULWV]WKURXJKWKHHDUO\YROXPHVRIWKHGH%U\EURWKHUV¶
India Orientalis seriHVWKHµOHVVHUYR\DJHV¶RUPetits Voyages), though he could have 
also found seven of them in the books from which the de Brys themselves took their 
visuals.52 7KHLPDJHRIWKHLQKDELWDQWVRI&RQJRµ0DJQDWHVLQ&RQJR¶IRUH[DPSOH
                                                 
50
 See Betz, p. 7UDXEDUJXHVWKDWPRVWRI6SHHG¶VPDSVHYHQWKRXJKWKH\GLVSOD\VLQJOHILJXUHVLQ
the margins, actually portray couples, because µthe marital idiom is reasserted, with heterosexual spouses 
divided from one another by the geography of nation or empire¶ (µMapping the Global Body¶p. 73). 
:KLOHWKLVLVWUXHIRUPRVWRIWKHFRXQWU\PDSVLQ6SHHG¶VDWODVLWLVQRWWKHFDVHRQKLVFontinental map 
of Africa, in which only three out of ten portraits display women, and none of the ten figures are socially 
or geographically linked. 
51
 See Betz, pp. 302-3, for the 1658 map by Robert Walton; and pp. 350-51, for the 1668 map by John 
Overton. See also the Frederick de Wit variant published in Amsterdam in 1660 and described by Betz on 
pp. 321-3. 
52
 The nine images I am including in this count are all eight galleries in the left-hand margin, and the 
bottom one on the right. The sources are the following: for galleries 2 to 4 on the left (counting from the 
top), either Johan Theodor and Johan Israel de Bry, Sechster Theil der Orientalischen Indien. Warhafftige 
Historische Beschreibung deß gewaltigen Goltreichen Königreichs Guinea (Frankfurt: W. Richtern, 
1603) [= volume six of India Orientalis], plates 2, 3, and 20, or Pieter de Marees, Beschryvinghe ende 
historische verhael vant Gout Koninckrijk van Gunea (Amsterdam: Cornelisz Claesz, 1602); for galleries 
5 and 6, either Johan Theodor and Johan Israel de Bry, Warhaffte und Eigentliche Beschreibung des 
Königreichs Congo in Africa (Frankfurt: J. Saur, 1597) [= volume one of India Orientalis], plates 3, 4, 
and 5, or Filippo Pigafetta, Relatione del reame di Congo e delle circonvicine contrade (Rome: 
Bartolomeo Grassi, 1591); for gallery 7, Johan Theodor and Johan Israel de Bry, Dritter Theil indiae 
orientalis (Frankfurt: Matthaeum Becker, 1599) [= volume three of India Orientalis], plate 7 (the image 
is loosely based on, but not a direct copy of, an image of Cape dwellers in Willem Lodewijcksz, '¶
Eerste boeck. Historie van Indien, waer inne verhaelt is de avontueren die de Hollandtsche schepen 
bejeghent zijn [Amsterdam: n.p., 1598]); for gallery 8, either volume three of India Orientalis, plate 11, 
or Lodewijcksz, '¶(HUVWHERHFN; for the bottom gallery on the right, either Johan Theodor and Johan 
Israel de Bry, Ander Theil der Orientalischen Indien (Frankfurt: J. Saur, 1598) [= volume two of India 
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wandered from Filippo PLJDIHWWD¶V,WDOLDQDFFRXQWEDVHGRQWKH3RUWXJXHVH
PHUFKDQW'XDUWH/RSH]¶UHVLGHQF\LQ&RQJR-83), to volume one of India 
Orientalis, first published in German in 1597.53 Gerritsz could have used either one of 
these books, or both, since the illustrations differ little between them. His precise source 
is less important than the manner in which the image was altered on the map. In both 
Pigafetta and the de Brys, the Congolese (male and female) have white skin, European 
IDFHVDQGµDUHQHLWKHU³EODFN´QRUUHSUHVHQWHGZLWKQHJURLGSK\VLRJQRPLHV¶54 On 
%ODHX¶VPDSKRZHYHUZLWKWKHLPDJHVWRUQIURPWKHLUQDUUDWLYHFRQWH[WWKH&RQJROHVH
have been given black skins and distinctly negroid faces.55  
The reasons for these changes are not immediately obvious. The original illustrations 
in Pigafetta are unlikely to have been based on eyewitness observation, which has led 
van den Boogart to argue that the designer may have followed the textual account,56 in 
which the Congolese were distinguished from the Nubians and Guineans as being 
QHLWKHUµGHIRUPHG¶QRUKDYLQJµWKLFNOLSV¶UHVHPEOLQJLQVWHDGWKH3RUWXJXHVHLQ
DSSHDUDQFHZLWKµODUJHQDUURZDQGYDULHG¶IDFHV57 But Pigafetta also gave the 
Congolese black or olive-coloured skin and curly hair, which the designer ignored. It is 
                                                                                                                                               
Orientalis], plate 3, or Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Itinerario, Voyage ofte Schipvaert van Jan Huygen 
van Linschoten naer Oost ofte Portugaels Indien (Amsterdam: Cornelis Claesz, 1596). The most 
complete list of the sources of the de Bry engravings is appendix 3, µThe origins of the engravings in the 
De Bry collection¶, in Michiel van Groesen, The Representations of the Overseas World in the de Bry 
Collection of Voyages (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2008), pp. 509-22. The source for the image on the top 
OHIWµ6HQDJenses¶) has not yet been identified, though the female on the right of the image may have been 
taken from the earlier wall map of Africa by Jodocus Hondius (1598), which includes the portrait of a 
µ) mina Senege¶, itself possibly a variation of the image of a µFille Moresque esclaue en Algier¶ in 
Nicolas de Nicolay, Quatre premiers livres de navigations et de pérégrinations orientales (Lyon: 
Guillaume Roville, 1568), following p. 19. The sources for the other seven images on the 1608 wall map, 
not all of which have been identified, include Enea Vico, Diversarum gentium nostrae aetatis (Venice, 
1558); Ferdinando Bertelli, Omnium fere gentium nostrae aetatis habitus (Venice, 1563); Nicolay, Quatre 
premiers livres; Hans Weigel, Habitus praecipuorum populorum (Nuremberg, 1577); and Abraham de 
Bruyn, Omnium pene Euopae, Asiae, Aphricae atque Americae gentium habitus (n.p., 1581). Images were 
frequently copied between these various works. 
53
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PRUHOLNHO\WKDWERWK3LJDIHWWD¶VGHVLJQHUDQGWKHGH%U\VZHUHZRUNLQJZLWKLQDVHWRI
received norms and practices that governed the dissemination of images in print,58 and 
that neither of them was particularly interested in race and ethnicity as key signifiers of 
alterity, prioritizing instead cultural and social markers of difference. The approach of 
the de Brys was reasonably consistent in this respect across their published voyage 
accounts. On their engravings of the John White watercolours, for example, which they 
used for their images of the north American Algonquians published in the India 
Occidentalis (or America) series, they deliberately altered the source and 
µ(XURSHDQL]HG¶WKHLUVXEMHFWPDWWHU&ULWLFVKDYHDFFXVHGWKHGH%U\VLQthis instance of 
µHUDVLQJWKHDOWHULW\RIQDWLYHERGLHVDQGPDNLQJWKHPPRUHIDPLOLDUDQGDHVWKHWLFDOO\
SOHDVLQJWR(XURSHDQYLHZHUV¶59 but arguably, the representational templates which the 
de Brys applied to the depiction of foreign faces and bodies allowed them to deflect 
attention away from race and focus instead on nuances of dress, custom, and culture. 
Maps of Africa are doing the opposite work: alterity is not erased but created, with 
recourse not to eyewitness accounts and images drawn ad vivum but to established and 
racially inflected visual tropes about sub-Saharan Africans.  
The kingdom of Congo, whose rulers had converted to christianity at the end of the 
fifteenth century, may perhaps be expected to receive preferred treatment in European 
representations, which in turn could have led Blaeu into making these changes in order 
to ensure overall visual coherence on his map. But this was not the case: other images 
were subjected to the same process of graphic redaction. To cite one more striking 
example, the image of the inhabitants of the Cape is based on a plate included in volume 
WKUHHRIWKHGH%U\V¶India Orientalis series (1599; fig. 6),60 in which a coprophagic 
Cape dweller is shown in the centre of the image standing next to the carcass of a dead 
oxen, being handed raw entrails by one of the Europeans who have expertly performed 
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the slaughter. In the background on the left, as the caption explains, four Khoikhoi are 
warming up the intestines in water on an ox-hide, before consuming them semi-raw. In 
%ODHX¶VJDOOHU\WKHVLQJOH.KRLNKRLLQWKHFHQWUHRIWKHGH%U\V¶LPDJHVWDQGVQH[WWRD
mirror image of himself, white skin has become black, straight hair curly, and European 
facial features have turned negroid (fig. 7). Similar graphic changes can be identified for 
all other galleries (bar one61): formulaic European faces become exaggeratedly African, 
blackness is introduced through densely criss-crossing lines on the exposed skin of the 
African figures (and is further emphasized through the colour added after printing). And 
even though details of dress, jewelry, and weaponry are generally retained, these 
changes clearly serve to strengthen the implied cultural and civilizational gap between 
Africa and Europe. On the image of the Cape dwellers, they are particularly distorting, 
VLQFHWKHGH%U\V¶FDSWLRQPDGHDSRLQWRIHPSKDVL]LQJWKDWWKHVNLQFRORXURIWKH
µ+RWWHQWRWV¶ZDVQRWEODFNEXWµUHGGLVK-EURZQ¶62  
6LJQLILFDQWO\ZKHQ$SKUD%HKQGHVFULEHGKHUKHUR¶VIDFHLQOroonoko, the shift in 
image went the opposite way, as she took care to erase exactly this negroid image in the 
PLQGVRIKHUUHDGHUVµ>2URRQRNR¶V@QRVHZDVULVLQJDQG5RPDQLQVWHDGRI$IULFDQDQG
flat. His mouth, the finest shaped that could be seen, far from those great turned lips, 
whiFKDUHVRQDWXUDOWRWKHUHVWRIWKH1HJURHV¶63 The point here is not just that a tale 
EDVHGRQDQ$IULFDQFKDUDFWHU¶VLQKHUHQWQRELOLW\UHTXLUHG%HKQWRH[WUDFWKHUEODFN
hero from the rigid racial categories maps had helped to establish, but also that these 
IDFLDOIHDWXUHVRQO\VHHPHGµQDWXUDO¶EHFDXVHYLVXDOGHSLFWLRQVRIVXE-Saharan Africans 
such as those available on seventeenth-century maps had been persistently working to 





GH%U\VZKLFKKDVSURYHGµa goldmine to scholars seeking visual material for the study 
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RI(XURSH¶VDWWLWXGHVWRZDUGIRUHLJQRWKHUV¶64 may have actually influenced European 
attitudes to the non-European world in less significant ways than the work of 
cartography, which, through its wider dissemination and higher public visibility, had the 
potential of reaching much larger audiences. While the de Bry visuals of Africa 
FHUWDLQO\FRQWDLQHGSOHQW\RILQVWDQFHVRI$IULFDQµVDYDJHU\¶WKH\GLGQRWDVDZKROH
IROORZDSURJUDPPHRIV\VWHPDWLFUDFLDOVWHUHRW\SLQJDQGZHUHQRWµJHDUHGWRDSULRUL
QHJDWLYHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRIDOWHULW\¶65 Maps made far more racially biassed statements 
about the alleged lack of civility in black Africa.  
 
Geography and Difference 
The argument that I have been working towards in my discussion of African maps is to 
suggest that there is a conceptual affinity between the uniqueness and clearly defined 
ethnic and racial identity RI%HKQ¶VSURWDJRQLVWDQGthe rigid spatial categories through 
which maps are beginning to define the nexus between people and land, race and space, 
ethnicity and geography²exemplified nowhere more clearly than in the individually 
encased and exhibited figures on maps like YDQGHQ.HHUH¶VDQG6SHHG¶V7KHOLQNLV
speculative to some extent, not least because the three examples of African cartes à 
figures I have discussed in this essay (figs. 3 to 5) do not form a neat chronological 
sequence but coexist throughout the seventeenth century. All three maps are also 
presentational items, existing as decorative wall hangings, single folio-sized sheets, or 
pages in glossy scholarly tomes, rather than as practical wayfinding tools, and thus 
reflect assumptions held by the sedentary classes, not necessarily by the voyagers and 
seafarers involved in first-hand encounters with non-European cultures.  
But then the argument presented here depends neither on a linear development nor on 
the usefulness of these maps to travellers, but on the availability of various 
representational and visual tools that enabled maps to encode, taxonomize and contain 
forms of racial and ethnic difference. These tools were not developed exclusively with 
reference to Africa or non-European spaces more generally: the origin of the visual 
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convention that places people in the margins of maps was the cartography of Europe, 
developed and refined in the Dutch mapmaking centres of the seventeenth century. But 
once these representational conventions were extended across the globe and applied to 
other ethnicities, ways of seeing and processing forms of geographical difference 
changed as a result. The example of European maps of Africa demonstrates that the 
amalgamation of topographical map, city view, and figure portrait in a single image 
developed a normative force in seventeenth-century cartography that could break down 
the unwieldy mass of geographical information about foreign lands to the smallest 
social and spatial unit²the individual body²and in the process made race an inherent 
component of the cartographic ordering and rationalizing of the world. 
A similar move towards the presentation of geographical knowledge in the form of 
discrete, isolated entities can be observed elsewhere, for example on the title-page of 
(GPXQG%RKXQ¶VGeographical Dictionary (1688; fig. 8),66 recycled from Peter 
+H\O\Q¶VLGHQWLFDOIURQWLVSLHFHDGRUQLQJKLVCosmographie of 1652, on which all four 
continents are represented by single, ethnically and sartorially defined figures. The 
spatial personifications on the image are no longer traditional geographical allegories 
but figurative representations of the continents, separated into male and female, and 
characterized by local costume, insignia of royalty for the women, and (in the lower 
gallery) the regional warrior dress for the men. ,Q\HWDQRWKHUDSSOLFDWLRQRI=XUDUD¶V
ethnically motivated north-south split, Africa is represented by a turbaned north African 
male and a sub-Saharan woman (the latter portrayed with precisely the same facial 
features that Behn worked so hard to suppress in her fictional hero). %RKXQ¶VZRUNLVDQ
alphabetical sequence of all known toponyms around the globe, that strives towards a 
µmore perfect knowledge of each Respective Place¶,67 and processes geographical 
knowledge by listing, classifying and cataloguing. The title-page could work as the 
illustration of the comment made by another contemporary geographer, Robert Sibbald, 
who thought that through geography, µall the face RIWKH:RUOGLVH[SRVHGWRXV¶and 
that the world is µD7KHDWHUZKHUHXSRQHDFKDFWWKHLU3DUWDQG«>UHSUHVHQW@VHYHUDO
Personages¶.68 Sibbald was a Scottish physician and geographer who summarized his 
praise for maps in 1683 when he wrote in the pUHIDFHWRRQHRIKLVZRUNVWKDWµ0DQ«
cannot but find the advantages of Geography, by which we see all the parts of this great 
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Machine, even which are most remote from us, and look upon these who are absent, as 
if they were present with us.¶69  
This is the mystery of maps: they make visible what otherwise remains hidden from 
human eyesight, and they bring together in one image and one unifying representational 
system the totality of spatial and social diversity on earth. µMachine¶ implies structure 
and connectedness, and here has the principal meaning of the µfabric of the world¶, or 
the µuniverse¶%XWWKHPHWDSKRUZRUNVGLIIHUHQWO\LQWKHFRQWH[WRI%HKQ¶VQRYHOZKLFK
describes the inhuman, mechanistic workings of colonialism and the transatlantic slave 
trade. In Oroonoko, Behn exhibits a trained cartographic gaze right at the beginning of 
the novel when she divides the inhabitants of Suriname into three distinct groups: first, 
European settlers; second, the µnatives of that place¶, whom the colonists dare not 
µcommand¶; and third, those people the Europeans µmake use of there¶,70 in other words, 
African slaves. With the same curiosity of the naturalist she offers accounts of 
6XULQDPH¶VQDWXUDOIORUDDQGIDXQDWKHORFDOFXVWRPVWKHFRXQWU\¶VZLOGOLIHand many 
of its animals. For contemporary geographers, the description of peoples and places, 
ERWKDWKRPHDQGDEURDGIRUPHGDVXEJHQUHRIQDWXUDOKLVWRU\6LEEDOG¶VZRUNIRFXVHG
on Scotland but once exported beyond the British Isles, the parameters and descriptive 
paradigms of this brand of national geography could easily be put to use in the service 
of a globally operating colonial µmachinery¶. The system relied on images as much as 
on words, and it is in this sense that Oroonoko fell victim not only to a modern slave 
economy in which his nobility and moral virtue mattered little, but also to an 
uncomfortable alliance between literature and cartography. 
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